This effort provides a sociological analysis of the current social/political dichotomy in the United States of America (USA). This analysis will be drawn from two opposing sociological theorist, Talcott Parsons (Functionalism), and Raf Dahrendorf (Conflict View).
Introduction
This original effort will provide a Sociological Analysis of Social/political background by contrasting two polar opposite views of the forces of Social Change in the USA today. This effort will begin with Parsons conservative theory of Functionalism, contrasted by Dahrendrof's "Conflict View" a Marxist paradigm on social change.
Theorical Concepts
Parsons defined Functionalism as the social system parts of society (family, education, the economy so on) are structured to maintain (in the USA) social/political equilibrium. When a social system part is dysfunctional (not maintaining social/political balance), all other social system parts associated with the dysfunctional part, will also become dysfunctional (a dysfunctional family will affect education, crime, employment, health so on).
Parsons identified four analytical concepts for interpretation and comparative study of Functionalism in the USA, known as AGIL scheme, or "pattern variables". The AGIL scheme consists of Adaptation Cell, Goal Attainment Cell, Integration Cell and Latency Cell. The Goal Attainment Cell has those consummatory needs necessary for the expressive symbolic social requirement for balanced social change with the acceptance of the "out group", Technology, dress, housing, education and so on.
The Integration Cell contains the ability and willingness to integrate, indeed the responsibility to identify with the social system (i.e. system membership).
The Latency Cell contains the normative commitment for harmonious social/political change; 1) the "out group"; and 2) innovations in science, education and technology. The key to social change is the institutionalization and generalization of values, and norms culminating in the universality and generalization of beliefs. Thereby narrowing the gap between the different cultures, and skill-sets, resulting in social harmony (Gerardi, 2010b) .
Conflict Paradigm
Raf Dahrendorf argued that social systems are based in hierarchies of power, and social status (race, age, gender, and class). These hierarchies are always in conflict and opposing one another for what they conceive to be "scarce resources"
(such as power, authority, wealth, health care, education employment and housing). Hence, social conflict is an ever-present feature. Therefore, progress is conflict and conflict is progress, (since once a solution is uncovered from a set of conflicts, a new series of conflicts arise, new solutions, and so on (Gerardi, 2010a ).
Theorical Application/Discussion
The USA today can be viewed as a tale of two social/political philosophies. On 
Conclusions
The social/political dichotomy in the USA has created a Culture War. A Culture War refers to the conflict between traditionalist, classical, liberal, and values concerning: 1) science, 2) history, 3) educational, 4) curricula, 5) health care, 6) general social issues and abortion (Florina, Abrams & Pope, 2006) . This Culture
War can be seen in the political/ideology found in the two-party system (Democrats/Republicans) today.
Lastly, it should be noted that this effort made no suggesting or alluded to favoring or indorsing one concept over the other; rather this effort was an objective sociological analysis of the social/political discourse in the USA today.
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